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Frozen Rails is Finland’s oldest Ruby conference, as well as 
one of Europe’s top Ruby conferences.

For the fourth time, Frozen Rails will see top speakers from around the world
arrive in Helsinki to speak to a diverse audience of top notch web developers 
from Finland and abroad.

Learn new things
Going to Frozen Rails presents an opportunity 
for your developers to learn new techniques 
and approaches that you might never have 
the time or opportunity to learn about 
otherwise.

There are talks to suit developers of every 
skill level, regardless of whether they are 
highly experienced or just starting to code.

Single track
Frozen Rails is a single track, two day event. 
This gives your developers the chance to 
absorb everything that our speakers have to 
say. No need to make difficult choices be-
tween which track to attend. If multiple talks 
are relevant to you, you get to see them all!

The future of web development
Frozen Rails has a wide range of talks. Sub-
jects range from topics which are relevant 
today to topics which might well be essential 
a year or two from now.

Networking
Frozen Rails gets over two hundred partici-
pants from all over the world. About half of 
our attendees are Finnish and the other half 
are visiting from abroad.

We have generous breaks during the event, 
so this gives your developers plenty of time 
to talk to our speakers and other attendees.

For developers, by developers
Frozen Rails is organised by Kisko Labs. Kisko 
Labs is Finland’s leading Ruby consultancy 
and has been intimately involved in Finland’s 
Ruby community as long as there has been 
one. Since 2007, we’ve worked with compa-
nies big and small to bring their business 
concepts to the web.

A great location
The Frozen Rails venue is right in the centre 
of Helsinki, convenient for almost every form 
of public transportation in Helsinki (buses, 
trams, and the metro). There are several ho-
tels within walking distance of the venue.

More information and registration: http://2014.frozenrails.eu
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